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ABSTRACT

A technique for designing frames to use with vector

selection algorithms, for example Matching Pursuits

(MP), is presented along with a novel compression

scheme using these optimized frames. The frame design

algorithm is iterative and requires a training set. We ap-

ply the frame design algorithm and the complete multi-

frame compression scheme to electrocardiogram (ECG)

signals. Complete coding experiments using the opti-

mized frames in the novel compression scheme are com-

pared with coding experiments from transform based

compression schemes like the Discrete Cosine Trans-

form (DCT) with run-length entropy coding. The ex-

periments demonstrate improved rate-distortion perfor-

mance for the multi-frame compression scheme com-

pared to DCT at low bit-rates.

1 INTRODUCTION

Traditional transform based compression schemes use an

orthogonal basis, and the goal is to represent as much

signal information with as few transform coe�cients as

possible. The optimal transform for a signal depends

on the statistics of the stochastic process that produced

the signal, but the signal is often nonstationary, and

thereby no �xed transform is optimal in all signal re-

gions. One way to try to overcome this problem is to

use an overcomplete set of vectors. For a �nite dimen-

sional space, any �nite overcomplete set of vectors which

span the space form a frame [1]. The basic idea when

using a frame instead of an orthogonal transform is that

we have more vectors and thus a better chance of �nding

a small number of vectors that match the signal vector

well. Since a linear dependent set of vectors is used, an

expansion is no longer unique. Let F denote an N �K

matrix whose columns, ffjg , j = 0; 1; : : : ;K � 1, con-
stitute a frame. Let xi be a real signal vector, xi 2 RN .

xi can then be represented or approximated as

~xi =
X

j

wi(j)fj ; (1)

where wi(j) is the coe�cient corresponding to vector fj .

Typically, many of the wi(j)'s are zero. The correspond-

ing error energy is:

krik
2 = kxi � ~xik

2 (2)

where k � k denotes the Euclidian norm in RN . For a set

of M signal vectors, the mean square error (MSE) can

be calculated:

MSE =
1

NM

M�1X

i=0

krik
2: (3)

In a compression scheme the goal is to use as few vec-

tors as possible to obtain a good approximation of each

signal vector. Finding the optimal vectors to use in an

approximation is a NP-complete problem and thus re-

quires extensive calculation. Orthogonal Matching Pur-

suit (OMP) or Matching Pursuit (MP) [2] are greedy

algorithms for selecting vectors from a frame. They are

suboptimal and have relatively low computational com-

plexity. The use of frames in compression schemes have

been given some attention [3, 1, 4, 5, 6] whereas the

problem of frame design in this context is largely unex-

plored. In this paper our aim is to present an algorithm

for optimizing frames using training sets, and use these

frames in a novel compression scheme for ECG signals.

Section 2 presents the algorithm for frame design.

Section 3 describes the novel multi-frame compression

scheme using trained frames. Experiments on frame de-

sign and compression using the multi-frame compression

scheme are presented, and results are shown in Section 4.

Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

2 ALGORITHM FOR FRAME DESIGN

We �rst introduced this algorithm in [7], where more de-

tails can be found. The algorithm begins with an initial

frame, and approximates each training vector accord-

ing to Equation 1 using a vector selection algorithm.

We use OMP as vector selection algorithm. The frame

performance is improved by modifying each frame vec-

tor according to the residuals from the training vectors

that used the actual frame vector in their approxima-

tions. Consider a scheme where two frame vectors are

selected for approximating each training vector i.e.:

~xi = wi(1)fi1 + wi(2)fi2 (4)



ri = xi � ~xi; (5)

where xi is a training vector, ~xi it's approximation and

ri the residual of xi. The frame vector j is adjusted:

~fj = fj + �
X

k2Tj

rk; (6)

where Tj is the set of all training vectors that used fj in

their approximations. If only one of the frame vectors

is adjusted, the new residual for a training vector using

this frame vector is:

r
0

i
= ri � wi(ji)�

X

k2Tj

rk; (7)

where wi(ji) is the coe�cient corresponding to the ad-

justed vector, fj , for the approximation of training vec-

tor xi before the adjustment of fj . The total residual of

all the training vectors using the frame vector that has

been adjusted is:

X

l2Tj

r
0

l
=
X

l2Tj

rl � �
X

l2Tj

wl(jl)
X

m2Tj

rm

=
X

l2Tj

rl � �C
X

l2Tj

rl

= (1� �C)
X

l2Tj

rl (8)

where C is the sum of all the coe�cient used with frame

vector fj , before the adjustment:

C =
X

l2Tj

wl(jl): (9)

The residuals for the rest of the training vectors are

not in�uenced by adjustment of the frame vector. From

equation 8 it is seen that if k
P

i
r
0

i
k � k

P
i
rik then

0 � �C � 2. This means that:

sign(�) = sign(C): (10)

Thus for each frame vector in each iteration sign(�) is
set according to Equation 10.

Selection algorithms for frames are not optimal, so

there is no way to guarantee a better frame when using

a practical selection algorithm like OMP. In addition,

to make the iterations faster we adjust all the frame

vectors in each iteration, and we normalize the vectors

to unit length. In [7] it is shown that the performance of

the optimized frames are signi�cantly better in terms of

MSE than performance using frames designed by ad-hoc

techniques. In Section 4, Figure 2, some training plots

using this iterative training algorithm for frame design

are shown.

3 COMPRESSION SCHEME DESCRIPTION

A transform based compression scheme can be as fol-

lows: A transform, e.g. the DCT, is used to �nd the

transform coe�cients for a signal vector. The coe�-

cients are thresholded, that is all the coe�cients with

values w 2 [�T; T ] are set to zero. Then the coe�-

cients are quantized with an uniform quantizer, and a

run-length coder is used to indicate the position of the

coe�cients. A quantized coe�cient and the associated

run are combined into one symbol, and the symbols are

coded with an entropy coder. An end of block (EOB)

symbol is used after the last nonzero transform coe�-

cient for each signal vector. When using a compression

scheme like this, the number of coe�cients not quan-

tized to zero will vary for di�erent signal vectors. In

the context of frame expansions this means that for a

given quantizer step the number of vectors needed in

the approximation will vary for di�erent signal vectors

if the approximation quality is to be constant. A frame

optimized with the algorithm presented in the previ-

ous section is designed for use with a speci�c number

of signal vectors in each approximation. This problem

is easily solved by designing several frames, one frame

is optimized for using just one vector in the approxima-

tion, one is optimized for using two, and so forth. In the

compression scheme the desired approximation quality

will decide the number of vectors to be used in an ap-

proximation. The frame used for a signal vector will be

the one optimized for the number of vectors required in

the approximation.

If only one frame is used in conjunction with run-

length entropy coding we need an EOB symbol between

each signal block. If di�erent frames are used when us-

ing di�erent numbers of vectors in an approximation,

an EOB symbol is not enough. A start of block (SOB)

symbol is needed to tell which frame is used when ap-

proximating the next signal vector. The EOB symbol is

no longer needed because the SOB tells us all we need to

know. The SOB tells which frame is used, and thereby

how many frame vectors we use to approximate the sig-

nal vector. This means that we can use run-length cod-

ing and entropy coding where each frame has its own

entropy coder because the number of symbols transmit-

ted before the next SOB is given from the previous SOB.

A symbol consists of an amplitude and a run, and these

are entropy coded. A SOB symbol has to consume more

bits than the EOB symbol used in traditional transform

coding because it needs to tell which one of a limited

number of frames are used in the next block, not only

that a new block is starting.

Figure 1 illustrates the compression scheme. Let Fi,

i = 1; 2; : : : ; L, where L is the maximum number of vec-

tors allowed in an approximation, be a frame of size

N �K optimized for using i vectors in each approxima-

tion. For low bit rates the probability of using F1 or F2
is much larger than using Fi, i = 3; 4; : : : ; L. Thus the

entropy for the SOB symbols is low. If the SOB symbols

are Hu�man coded, the extra side information when us-

ing these SOB instead of EOB symbols is typically less

than 0.03 bit/sample in our experiments.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the compression scheme.

The basic idea of the compression scheme is that for

a signal vector, the compression scheme using the opti-

mized variable size frames starts by using F1 to approx-

imate the signal vector, and the residual is calculated.

The residual is compared to a target MSE. If the ap-

proximation is good enough F1 is used, if not F2 is tried

and so forth. For frame Fi a signal vector, xl, is approx-

imated:

~xl =

iX

j=1

wl(j)flj ; (11)

where wl(j) is the coe�cient corresponding to vector

flj , and lj 2 [0; 1 : : :K � 1]. An uniform quantizer with

quantizing step, �, is used to quantize these coe�cients.

The best choice of the target MSE is related to �.

For a signal vector approximated with frame Fi it is

possible that the requirement on the target MSE is not

satis�ed, and still one or more of the i coe�cients are

quantized to zero. In this situation it is not always the

best to increment i, and try with the next frame. If

that solution were to be chosen the scheme would use

the frames with the maximum number of vectors al-

lowed in an approximation often, which increases the

bit-rate. If one coe�cient is quantized to zero when us-

ing frame Fi, only i � 1 frame vectors are used in the

approximation, and it may be better to use the frame

Fi�1 which is designed for using i� 1 vectors in an ap-

proximation. An idea is therefore to decrement i and go

back to the previous frame when this situation occurs.

This way the compression scheme always tries to use as

few vectors as possible in each approximation. This re-

sulted in good rate-distortion plots, but for some signal

vectors the residual became very large. To avoid this,

a compromise solution was adopted: when the above

described situation occurs for frame Fi, calculate the

residual when using frame Fi�1. If this residual is less

than factor �MSEtarget, where MSEtarget is the tar-

get MSE, the frame Fi�1 is used in the approximation

of the signal vector. If not, i is incremented and the

approximation using frame Fi+1 is calculated.

The novel multi-frame compression scheme algorithm

can be described as follows:

1. A desired approximation quality, MSEtarget, is

chosen in terms of a targetMSE for a signal vector.

Assign counter variable i = 1.

2. MP or OMP is used to �nd the approximationwhen

using Fi.

3. The coe�cients are quantized with uniform quan-

tizer with thresholding. The residual after quanti-

zation is calculated, and the MSEi is compared to

MSEtarget.

4. If i = L go to 8.

5. If MSEi < MSEtarget go to 8.

6. If none of the coe�cients are quantized to zero,

i = i+ 1 and go to 2.

7. If MSEi�1 < factor�MSEtarget, i = i�1 and go

to 8. Else i = i+ 1 and go to 2.

8. Fi is used when approximating the signal vector.

The approximation is entropy coded. Each frame

has its own entropy coder.

9. A SOB symbol telling which frame used is entropy

coded.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The ECG signals used in the experiments are signals

from the MIT arrhythmia database [8]. The records are

represented with 12 bit per sample, and the sampling

frequency is 360 Hz. The two signals used are normal

sinus rhythm, MIT100, and a ventricular arrhythmia,

MIT207. The training signals are MIT100, 0:00 to 5:00

minutes, and MIT207, 6:00 to 11:00 minutes. The test

signals are MIT100, 5:30 to 10:30 minutes, and MIT207,

12:00 to 17:00 minutes.

Frames of size N �K are trained for using 1; 2; : : : 12
vectors in each approximation using the training signals

for both MIT100 and MIT207. The signal vector size,

N , is 32. The number of frame vectors in each frame,

K, is 2N = 64. The initial frame vectors are normalized

versions of the �rst K signal vectors in the training set,

and the frames are trained using the algorithmdescribed

in Section 2. Figure 2 shows training plots for some of

the frames used in the compression experiments.

Complete compression experiments were done using

the test signals for both MIT100 and MIT207 and the

compression scheme explained in this paper. The factor

in step 7 of the algorithm was experimently set to 5.

For di�erent values of the desired approximation qual-

ity, MSEtarget, the quantizing step, � was varied. A

thresholding T = � was used in all the experiments,

i.e. if a coe�cient w 2 [��;�], it was set to zero. Ex-

periments on the same test signals were also done using

ordinary DCT with uniform quantizing, thresholding at

T = �, run-length and entropy coding. The results are

compared in Figure 3. Small examples from the test sig-

nals are showed in Figure 4 together with reconstructed

signals with bit-rate at 0.4 bit/sample.
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Figure 2: MSE is plotted as a function of training it-

erations where 1,2,3,4, and 5 frame vectors are used in

each approximation: a), b), c), d), and e) MIT100. f),

g), h), i), and j) MIT207.
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Figure 3: Rate-distortion plots for DCT (solid with

o's) and multi-frame compression scheme with di�erent

MSEtarget. a) MIT207 b) MIT100

5 CONCLUSION

The proposed compression scheme, using frames opti-

mized for a particular class of signals, is shown to work

well. In terms of rate-distortion it is better than tradi-

tional transform based techniques like the DCT for low

bit rates. Figure 3 shows that when using this novel

multi-frame compression scheme, the SNR reaches an

almost constant level when the bit rate increases. The

major reason for this is the speci�cation of a desired ap-

proximation quality, MSEtarget. There is a strong con-

nection between the quantizing step, �, andMSEtarget.

For a target bit-rate there is an optimal combination of

MSEtarget and �. For a given MSEtarget, if � is re-

duced to be less than the optimal�, the improvement in

SNR will be very small, especially for large MSEtarget.
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Figure 4: The �rst 700 samples of the test signal

(dashed) and reconstructed signal with bit-rate at 0.4

bit/sample (solid) a) MIT100, b) MIT207.

The increase of the bit-rate will also be small. Di�erent

MSEtarget has to be used for di�erent target bit-rates.

In our experiments we have been concentrating on very

low bit rates. We have restricted the coding scheme

never to use more than L = 12 vectors in an approxi-

mation. For higher target bit-rates we would increase

L.

Future work will deal with the use of frames of dif-

ferent sizes in the proposed compression scheme. We

will also focus on the connection between the desired

approximation quality, MSEtarget, and the quantizing

step, �.
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